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This is a sexy werewolf romance aimed at adults. There are lots of steamy scenes so please only

read if you are 18+ Eva Thomas enjoyed living a quiet life amongst her own wolf pack but all that

was about to change. There was a new pack in town headed by a handsome Alpha named Quinn

Maywell. His pack had bigger numbers, stronger males and more resources than any other pack for

miles. And because of this Quinn knew he could have whatever he wanted. So he made an offer.

He wanted Eva to join his pack in return for a substantial amount of gold and the eternal protection

of her former tribe. It was a good deal. In fact it was so good, that Eva's pack simply could not say

no.Eva had no idea what the sexy Alpha wolf wanted with her but she was about to find out in more

ways than one...
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Pretty good story

This was awful! I really tried to keep reading- I really did, but I think I was into the 5th chapter, and it

was just painful. The 8- five star reviews must have been the author's family and/or friends. I got a

refund pronto! Eva and Quinn are like a couple of adolescences just discovering male/female



attraction. The alpha H acts like doesn't have a clue how to woo a girl- first he literally 'buys' her

from his and hers' previous tribe (they grew up together); then he doesn't even go get her himself.

He gets her back to his tribe and installs her in his house, and then proceeds to ignore her- no sex,

very little interaction, letting her wander around the village and outside their territory all alone, with

everyone whispering behind her back. And it takes his second-in-command to keep pointing out all

the wrongs he keeps committing. She, on the other hand, at the beginning of all this- over-heard her

father and her old alpha arguing about how this all came about and how Quinn literally 'bought' her-

then proceeds to run into the forest, and just walks away with the complete strangers that came to

collect her! No verifying who they are, no good-byes, no calling Dad and reassuring him she's okay-

nothing. Just the clothes on her back! And it just gets worse! Like I said it's like they're a couple of

young teenagers! They're both TSTL. And what's with calling their groups 'tribes'? There's no

mention that they are Native American, and wolves form 'packs', not tribes. Totally weird. I just

couldn't read anymore of this mess, and I definitely won't be getting any of her books again. Sorry.

I am volunterally writing a review for a ARC and really enjoyed this book. I have read countless

shifter romance books so I can get bored easily but this one kept my attention. I didn't want to put it

down because I wanted to know what going to happen next! Loved the main characters and their

chemistry was perfect. You can definitely read this and get you HEA with cliffhangers to keep you

up at night. Would to recommend this books to any shifter romance lovers like myself.

Good read keeps your attention from first page until last Great characters strong leading and

secondary ones, humor, live, friendship, gain, loss if love shifters you enjoy this one great growth in

characters emotional and intense, good and evil worth the read

This book was slow to start but boy did it deliver!Quinn and Eva really showed what love is and I'm

so glad for the happy ending. I really would have liked to see Quinn reunited with his mother.

I enjoyed reading this Ã°ÂŸÂ“Âšbook, it has a good storyline. Can't wait for more from this author. I

received this book as a FREE ARC copy to read voluntarily for an honest review.

It started out kinda slow but it sure picked up and it turned out to be a great read definitely

recommend it



I would recommend this book to all paranormal readers and friends and family members.
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